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1. Introduction 
Nowadays most world’s energy is generated from non-renewable resources such as oil, coal, gas and nuclear. 
In this respect, it is clear that there is an obligation to control energy consumption to preserve natural energy 
resources for the future. End-user behaviour is an important factor in the development of a sustainable 
energy system[16]. The Community Data-Loops for energy-efficient urban lifestyles (CODALoop) project 
aims at enabling behavioural change in energy use through a Feedback-Loop model approach supported by a 
web-based platform[21] operating on energy consumption data.  

Currently, energy consumption data are primarily being gathered by (smart) energy meters at the household 
level. While such data is highly reliable and temporally complete, its acquisition requires access to the 
energy infrastructure; moreover, such data semantically poor; that is, it does not contain information related 
to how and why energy is consumed by appliances in the household, nor it provides insights on other types of 
energy consumption activities that does not involve connecting an appliance to the energy network.  
A popular alternative approach involves the distribution of ad-hoc surveys. Surveys allow to gather 
semantically rich data about energy lifestyle, but their processing is generally labor-intensive, and, therefore, 
their spatial and temporal resolution is low.  

In this context, social media data — i.e. data drawn from online Web communication platforms like Twitter, 
Instagram, etc. — could represent an alternative source of data about energy lifestyle. Intuitively, users in a 
social media network could be seen as sensors [11] of their activity patterns, and their micro posts (images, 
text) could contain information about the implication (from an energy consumption point of view) of such 
activities. Indeed, social media are not new to research (and practice) related to the understanding of energy 
lifestyle. A large body of research recently focused on promoting energy awareness and conservation 
behaviour by using social networks[16] [17]. However they don’t use social media data as an alternative data 
source to complement existing datasets (i.e. smart meters), and only use social networks as source of 
communication regarding average energy-usage among users. 

Social media have several advantages: they are a viable, pervasive, semantically rich, and publicly available 
source. When seen as sensors, they feature lower setup and maintenance cost compared to physical sensors 
(e.g., smart meters) [10]. Also, they can provide a disaggregated perspective on the phenomenon under 
study. It is therefore of no surprise, that during the last decade, researchers in different domains leveraged 
social media data to extract knowledge about human activity[12][13], illness spreading [11], obesity patterns 
[15] and etc. A recent study [10] used social media data to model real-time electricity utilisation patterns. The 
authors build a system to discover the relationship between topics on Twitter data (i.e. in the area of San 
Diego county) and electricity usage pattern (i.e. Electricity consumption  data provided by the San Diego 
County Gas and Electric company). 

Social media suffer from several issues too. The extraction of relevant information from micros post is still a 
challenging activity, due to their noisy and ambiguous nature — social media, after all, are a communication 
tool. Also, social media data are known to suffer from several type of bias[22], thus limiting the 
generalisability of the analysis performed through them.  
In this work, we aimed at furthering the understanding  on how to enable a systematic analysis of the 
sustainable energy lifestyles of individuals and communities on social media. The objective is to explore the 
potential usefulness of social media as an alternative source to collect data about energy consumption.   

We focus on four components of energy lifestyle namely: Dwelling, Mobility, Food consumption and 
Leisure. We propose a general framework for studying energy consumption behaviour using social media.  
We contribute: 
• A reference social media analysis pipeline for the retrieval and enrichment of micro posts related to the 

characterisation of sustainable energy lifestyles.  
• A domain-specific cross-language dictionary to annotate energy-consumption related micro-posts in 

different languages with respect to energy-consumption categories, as defined in WP1. 
• A study, showcasing our approach exploring the social media analysis pipeline. 
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2. Social Data Collection, Enrichment, 
Classification and User Modelling Pipeline 
Our aim is to track the energy-consumption related information provided by users on social media sources.  
The elements contained in micro-posts such as a user information, a timestamp when the micro-post was 
posted, short text, images, place of activity, etc, provide rich information about the user’s activity. Figure 1 is 
an example of the information that can be extracted from a micro-post. The details will be explained in the 
following sections. 

Figure 1: Example of the information that can be extracted from a tweet message. 

By devising methods to extract relevant information from micro-posts, we will be able to create an energy-
consumption profile (i.e. dwelling, mobility, food consumption, and leisure) for each user. The proposed 
approach is summarised in Figure 2, and it composes of six steps.  
First, we collect social media micro posts, and geo-localise them to a given area of interest. Second, we 
enrich the micro post semantic annotation — to infer, when applicable, a type of energy consumption 
activity, and sentiment analysis — to infer if the users talks about the given activity in positive, negative, or 
neutral terms. Next, we infer the location of the post using different approaches. We then classify micro-posts 
into different energy consumption categories In addition, we perform user modelling to further characterise 
the properties of users to then enable aggregated analysis. Finally, for each user, we create a energy-
consumption profile using the annotated micro posts and user’s information (e.g. home location). 
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Figure 2: High-level view of social media data processing pipeline. 

Step 1 – Data collection  
The micro-post retrieval activity is performed by the Social Media Listener component of the Social Glass 
system [24]. We foresee the instantiation of multiple listener components. Specifically, there will be one 
listener instantiated for each: 
• Area of interest 
• Social media of interest (e.g. Twitter, Instagram). 

According to [19], from about 37 million tweets in every 24 hours, only 0.58% tweets are geo-tagged. For 
this reason in order to increase the number of retrieved micro-posts for a given area, data will be collected 
using the following two steps: 

• Bounding Box: Using one or more geo-graphical area of interest (e.g. cities, neighbourhoods), expressed 
as bounding boxes. These areas are given as input to the Social Media Listeners to define the geographical 
boundaries of the social media posts to be retrieved 

• Geo-related keywords: Using geo-related keywords, expressed as bag of words. These words are used as 
input by the Social Media Listeners to retrieve relevant micro posts (i.e. described more in details in Step 
3) 
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Step 2 – Micro-post Enrichment 
In this step, the micro-posts will be enriched with the sentiment associated to them as well as the sentiment 
of the post. 

Semantic Annotation 
This activity aims at identifying and disambiguate real world entities (and classes) that are mentioned in the 
text of micro-posts (e.g. Location). The activity will be performed automatically, by means of state-of-the-art 
semantic annotation frameworks such as DBpedia spotlight. Figure 3 is an example of semantically 
annotating a tweet message. By using DBpedia Spotlight, we can link the entities in the text (e.g. Den Haag) 
to its corresponding DBpedia URI in order to extract more information (e.g. the address). 

Figure 3: Semantic annotation of text using DBpedia spotlight 

Sentiment (polarity) of the post w.r.t. the identified topic 
In this step, the polarity of the micro-posts is assessed according to intrinsic polarities associated to the 
topical keywords. In other words, if a micro-post includes a topical keyword, which is intrinsically polar, 
then the polarity of hashtag is directly assigned as the polarity of that micro-post.  In this step SentiWordNet 
[7], a publicly available opinion mining lexicon resource, will be used which has more than sixty thousand 
synsets obtained from WordNet. SentiWordNet represents positivity, negativity and neutrality of each word 
respectively. In addition the emoticons in the text can help to identify the sentiment of the post (i.e. using 
Twitter IE which is based on the pipeline in [6]) 
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Step 3 – Location Inference 
This step infers the location from where the micro-post has been sent, or that is relevant to the content of the 
micro-post itself. This location is of importance for spatially characterise energy-related activities, and can be 
further used to measure the distance from the users home or work location (i.e. described in Step 4), or to 
measure the distance between different locations within a short period of time. For example, if a user posted 
two Foursquare check-in tweets at two different locations within a short period of time, we could measure 
the distance between the two locations to account for Mobility-related energy consumption activities. While 
Identifying the location of the micro-post by having the coordinates (i.e Coordinate Mapping using the 
longitude and latitude provided in the post) is trivial, inferring locations using other items of the micro post 
(i.e. text) demands further processing. 

Foursquare (4sq) Mapping  
Some micro posts contain a Foursquare check-in which can be used to identify the location of the post as 
well as the type of user’s activity.  For instance, In order to retrieve tweets containing a Foursquare check-in 
we can give the “4sq.com” term as input to the Social Media Listeners. As shown in the example in Figure 4,  
the link in the post redirects to a foursquare page. By using the checkin id provided in the status bar of the 
foursquare page, we can get the full checkin details (including lat/long of the venue) using the following 
endpoint :https://api.foursquare.com/v2/venues/VENUE_ID. 
 

Figure 4: Mapping Foursquare checkins 

Keyword Mapping 
Some words in the micro-post can explicitly and implicitly represent the location of the posts. For example, a 
tweet “I am in Amsterdam” explicitly represents the location of the tweet (i.e. Amsterdam). On the other 
hand, a tweet “Visiting Eiffel Tower” implicitly represents the location (i.e. pointing to a POI in Paris). 
Foursquare Venues API can be used to extract all the Point of Interests (POI) of a given city. Each POI 
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contains information such as geo-location, number of user checking, the category of the POI (e.g restaurant), 
etc. The hierarchy of the POI categories can be separately crawled from the Foursquare Categories API. In  
this case, it is possible to map each of the POI’s to it corresponding category hierarchy. We use the 
Foursquare venue names of a given city as an input query to retrieve all the post related to a city. As shown 
in Figure 5, the two tweets contain either a location name (i.e. Amsterdam) or a Foursquare venue name (i.e. 
Eiffel Tower) which can be an indicator of the post’s location. 

Figure 5: Mapping location and Foursquare venues keywords to text. 

Machine Learning 
Machine learning provides an alternative approach for the detection of location of social media users, for 
instance as described in[23]. The design, development, and testing of machine-learning technique will be 
investigated further in the project, and reported in future versions of this deliverable. 

Step 4 – Activity Classification 
In this step, the collected micro-posts are associated to one or more energy consumption activities, according 
on the user’s activity identified in their content (location, text, image, etc). The classification involves further 
analysis of the micro-posts created by a given user. 

Geo analysis 
This activity leverages the geo-location, or a reference to a POI (i.e. providing a link to a Foursquare POI) of 
the micro posts to identify the type of activity that a user had (e.g. sport, art, restaurant). For example, if a 
user posted a Foursquare check-in tweet, by checking the category of the Foursquare checkin, we can detect 
the type of user’s activity (e.g. Restaurant, Movie, etc.). Figure 6 is an example of a tweet containing a 
reference to a Foursquare checkin, as stated earlier, by using the checkin id provided in the status bar of the 
foursquare page, we can get the full checkin details (including category hierarchy) using the following 
endpoint: https://api.foursquare.com/v2/venues/VENUE_ID and we can map the venue to a Foursquare 
category hierarchy (i.e. Food) using the https://developer.foursquare.com/categorytree. 
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Figure 6: Geo analysis of micro posts to infer user activity 
 

Keyword analysis 
This activity could be performed using the dictionary based approach (as later described in Section Building 
Energy Lifestyle Dictionary). In the dictionary based approach, the relevance analysis will be performed by 
comparing the textual content of micro-posts with the list of topical keywords identified in the energy-usage 
cross-language dictionary. A micro-posts will be deemed related to a given topic if it will contain at least one 
of such keywords as shown in Figure 7. 

Media Analysis 
This activity aims at identifying and disambiguate real world entities (and classes) that appears in media 
content (i.e. images) attached to a micro-posts. The activity is to be performed automatically, by means of 
state-of-the-art image annotations frameworks such as Alexa Net, Google Could Vision Api or Imagge 
(imagga.com). Figure 8 shows an example of the detected concepts for two input images. 
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Figure 7: Keyword analysis of micro posts to infer user activity 

Figure 8: Media analysis of micro posts to infer user activity 
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Machine Learning 
Machine learning based approach (as described in section Machine Learning Based Approach To Infer 
Energy Consumption Behavior). The machine learning way is a supervised approach for inferring energy 
consumption behaviour from social media post. 

Summary 
Table 1 shows the different approaches and methodologies that can be applied on micro post (from different 
social media sources  e.g. Twitter, Instagram) to classify micro post into its relevant energy consumption 
category.  

As a summary in order to classify the posts of a given area in to the related energy consumption category, for 
each of the categories we apply different approaches: 

• Dwelling: Keyword analysis will be used to assess whether a micro post contains keywords related to 
the dwelling energy consumption category (e.g. electrical household appliances like refrigerator,… ). 
Furthermore, by using image recognition tools we can annotate pictures and identify the dwelling related 
posts (e.g. image of home, cooking).  

• Mobility: Likewise the dwelling, mobility related keywords (e.g. public transport ) and images (e.g 
image related to airport, train station, ..) will be used to identify the mobility related posts. In addition, 
we use the location and the POI reference of a post to further measure the distance that a user has 
traveled from its home or work location or between different locations during a timestamp. 

• Food consumption: Keywords(e.g. food, bread,.. ) and images (e.g. images of food) of the post will be 
used to identify food consumption related posts. Further, the reference to a POI (i.e. providing a link to a 
Foursquare POI) in  the micro posts can be used to identify the type of activity that a user had(e.g. sport, 
art, restaurant) 

• Leisure: In addition to the leisure related keywords (e.g. sport, game, listening to music,  traveling etc ) 
and  images (e.g. sport), we use the post which have a POI reference in a given area and identify its 
category (e.g. art), to enrich the micro post with the type of user’s activity. 

Table 1: Different approaches used to classify the posts of a given area in to the related energy consumption 
category 

Step 4 – User Modeling 
In this step, social media users identified by the Social Media Listeners are analysed, and their profile 
enriched with socio-demographic information. The goal is to discern real users from automated services 
(bots), and to further characterise the properties of users to then enable aggregated analysis. In this version of 
the pipeline, the focus is on Country/Area of living, Ethnicity, Gender, and Age.   

Dwelling Mobility Food consumption Leisure

-Keyword Analysis 
-Media Analysis 

-Keyword analysis 
-Media analysis 
-Geo analysis

-Keyword analysis 
-Media analysis 

-Geo analysis 

-Keyword analysis 
-Media analysis 
-Geo analysis 
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Bot Detection 
Bot detection is crucial before enrichment of user profiles. The pipeline will make use of the BotOrNot 
Truthy [4] service, for the bots detection. The service checks the activity of a social media account and gives 
it a score based on how likely the account is to be a bot. Higher scores are more bot-like. The service is also 
able to identify "organizational" or “public figures” accounts (e.g. @BarackObama). The service, however, is 
mostly trained on English content, thus possibly leading to poor performance with microposts written in 
other languages. However, BotOrNot considers network features, user features, friend features, temporal 
features, content features and sentiment features while deciding whether a user is bot or not. For each type of 
feature, there exists a sub-classifier. Therefore, for non-english users we can consider only sub-classifier 
scores of user, friend, temporal and network features. Finally, account reputation can be helpful for the first 
elimination of the users. [5] states that around 60 percent of the bots have fewer followers than friends, 
causing account reputation less than 0.5. 

Home/Work location 
This information will be obtained by finding home location of the users which share geo-located posts. This 
module estimates the home location of users thanks to a recursive grid search, based on the geolocation of 
their microposts. The search finds the actual place where the user posts most often, and uses that as an 
approximation of the user’s home location. This is achieved by clustering the adjacent areas where the user 
posts the most, and subdividing those further until a square of approximately 20 meters. Once identifying the 
coordinates of the estimated home location, we use a reverse geocoding service (Geo-names) to identify the 
city and country of origin of the user. 

Ethnicity Classification  
we employ the “Name Ethnicity Classifier” methodology proposed in [1]. This classifier takes the names of 
the users and predicts their ethnicities at different levels of a decision tree. The ethnicity tree is given in 
Figure 9.  
 

Figure 9 - Ethnicity Tree proposed by [1] 
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Gender - Age 
We will apply two approaches for the estimation of the gender and age of social media users, whenever not 
explicitly mentioned. First, we will make use of the genderize.io [2] service. This API takes the first name of 
a user as input, and determines the genders with a probability score. To achieve more qualified guesses, it is 
also possible to use localisation filters to retrieve a guess based only on data for a certain country or 
language.  
The second approach for detection of gender is to use Face++ [3]. It takes urls of pictures as inputs and 
detect faces in these pictures. If the service detects a face in the given picture, it returns information about 
gender, age, race information. However, race information is very high level (e.g. “white”). Moreover, if a 
given picture contains more than one face, the service returns information about all faces it detects.  

Step 5 – Energy profiling  
The annotated micro-posts and the users information can be used to generate a energy profile for each user in 
social media. In general, we use the micro post related to a user to characterise his/her properties (e.g. home/
work location) and to create a energy consumption profile for each user based on the user’s posts. Figure 10 
is an example energy profile of a user which provides energy-usage information using the annotated 
microposts. We use the Energy Use Calculation model defined in  WP1+ WP2[18] to measure the energy- 
usage (kWh and kg CO2) based on the micro posts. 

 

Figure 10- Example of an energy profile of a user  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3. Building Energy Lifestyle Dictionary 
(Work in Progress) 
The aim of this step is to create a domain-specific cross-language dictionary to gather energy-usage 
information from the textual content of micro-posts in different languages (i.e. English, Indonesian, Dutch, 
German, Turkish).  
The proposed approach is summarised in Figure 11. Firstly, we manually create a set of energy-consumption 
related keywords(i.e. starting with a seed list). We further enrich the dictionary using sources like 
ConceptNet, Wikipedia category tree, Ontologies etc. Next, we translate the keywords into different 
languages and add country specific terms. Finally, we validate our cross language domain-specific dictionary 
using the knowledge of crowd. 

 

Figure 11:Creating a domain specific cross language dictionary 

Seed list 
For each of the addressed lifestyle area (dwelling, mobility, food consumption, and leisure), a set of topical 
keywords must be defined. The idea is to identify terms (expressed in the languages spoken in the targeted 
areas) that are related with activity related to energy consumption or energy saving measures. The initial seed 
list is compiled manually by focusing on the  the individual energy use indicators identified in  WP1 and 
WP2 [18]. The example terms used for the seed list are shown in Table 2. We start with english terms as for 
english terms there exist different web dictionaries and ontologies which can be used to extend the lexicon. 

Table 2: Seed list 

Dictionary enrichment 
This semi-automatic step aims at enriching the set of domain-specific keywords to increase the amount of 
relevant social media posts retrieved by the system. In this phase, each term detected in the previous step is 
searched in different sources, namely, Conceptnet and Wikipedia Category tree:  
  

Category Seeds

Dwelling house, home, residence, room, kitchen, garden, appliance, bath, sleep, sofa, TV, cook

Mobility on my way, car, bus, train, auto, cab, tram, uber, taxi, ship, plane, airport, station

Food Consumption food, meat, vegetable, milk, bread, potato, rice, fruit, eat, cook, breakfast, dinner, 
lunch, brunch

Leisure entertainment, fun, relax, vacation, holiday, travel, sport, game, watch, music, drunk, 
party, blind date, date night, event, reunion, singalong, night out, visit, hangover
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• ConceptNet:  Conceptnet [8] provides a large multilingual knowledge graph which helps computers 
understand the meanings of words that people use.  Conceptnet expresses concepts (words and phrases) 
extracted from natural language text, and their relation with other concepts. These relations (e.g. 
Synonym, antonym, Isa, PartOf, ExternalURL, etc) were derived from a wide variety of sources (e.g 
WordNet, Wikipedia, Dbpedia etc.). We can filter out the noisy data based on its edge weight, 
relationship type and number of hops pattern. 

• Wikipedia Category tree: For each category name, Wikipedia category [9] present its contents as a tree 
structure. As an example for the ‘meat’ it has the following tree structure : 

            Beef→ 
                   Beef dishes→ 
                                 Hamburger 
                                 Steak. 

Example of the enriched dictionary can be found on https://github.com/mesbahs/SSM. 

Translation 
For creating a cross language domain-specific dictionary, we translate the english terms created in the 
previous step that were not translated by Conceptnet, into different languages (e.g. Dutch, German, 
Indonesian, etc) using (pytranslate?).  

Country-specific terms 
The main country-specific terms are related to the Food category, for this reason for each separate country 
we will enrich the dictionary with the list of food names specific to that country (e.g. by using wikipedia 
pages).  

Validation 
We ask human validators coming from different countries Netherlands, Germany, Turkey and Indonesia who 
can speak english very well, to validate the english terms and their corresponding translation in a given 
language. The validators will be asked to check wether the terms in each category (i.e. dwelling, mobility, 
food consumption, and leisure) are relevant to that category, and also check if the translation of the term in a 
given language is correctly assigned. The validators will be also asked to validate the country specific terms 
and add the missing terms if possible. 
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